Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Welfare Foundation
2018 Application Instructions
Singapore
1) OVERVIEW
The Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Welfare Foundation (MSIWF) was founded in 1975 in Japan and
dedicates itself to practicable research in the areas of traffic safety and senior citizen welfare. To
date, the foundation has handed out more than 2,027 awards with a combined value of JPY 2,342
million (S$28.6 million).
The grant was made available outside of Japan for the first time in 2007, beginning with Singapore.
From 2008, the grant was extended to Thailand. MSIG Holdings (Asia) Pte Ltd (“MSIG Asia”) is the
acting liaison for the foundation in both countries.

2) RESEARCH AREAS
In Singapore, applications are welcomed for the following subjects:

SENIOR CITIZEN WELFARE

TRAFFIC SAFETY

Eligible Projects
Scientific research in gerontology, including public
policies, social and economic effects of ageing
population on society, physical, mental and social
changes of ageing population, demography, medical
support, provision of care, etc., broadly aimed at
improving senior citizen welfare.

Eligible Projects
Scientific research in the areas of traffic environments,
vehicular engineering, public traffic safety education,
treatment and rehabilitation for victims, policies,
licensing, standards, etc., broadly aimed at improving
traffic safety and/or preventing traffic accidents and
disasters.

Scope
Senior citizens, senior citizen illnesses and diseases,
medicine, aging phenomenon, Alzheimer’s disease,
recognition capabilities, chewing/swallowing functions,
residential medical treatment, rehabilitation, living
disabilities, nursing, care giving, enhancement of
health, psychology, value of life, prevention of falls,
welfare equipment, barrier-free environment, social
welfare worker, social welfare facilities/town planning,
etc.

Scope
Road traffic systems, high accident areas, traffic signs
and lights, traffic junctions, traffic flows, barrier-free
areas, driving, prevention of rear collisions, in-vehicle
safety measures (seat belts, child restraint seats, etc.),
bicycles, ergonomics, human injuries, emergency
treatment, sleep apnea syndrome, first-aid systems,
traffic safety measures, investigative studies in
consciousness, safety education, measurement of
effectiveness, pedestrians, senior citizens, children,
community roads, public policies, licenses, etc.

Selection Committee
Committee Chairman
 Yasuyoshi Ouchi
President, Toranomon Hospital
Members
 Hiroko Ooizumi
Former Member of The House of Representatives
 Keiko Kodama
Professor Emeritus, Japan College of Social Work
 Kenji Shimazaki
Professor, National Graduate Institute for Policy
Studies
 Toshihiko Iwamoto
Professor, International University of Health and
Welfare Shioya Hospital

Selection Committee
Committee Chairman
 Kunimichi Takada
Professor Emeritus, Nihon University
Members
 Haruo Suzuki
Professor Emeritus, Chiba University
 Takeki Ogawa
Professor Emeritus, The JIKEI University School of
Medicine
 Hiroo Ohta
Professor Emeritus, Tohoku Institute of Technology
 Taro Sekine
Professor, Nihon University

3) GRANT AWARD
Each grant award carries a maximum amount of S$10,000.

4) GRANT PERIOD
The length of research covered by the grant is one year. Research projects should commence in
December 2018 or January 2019.

5) ELIGIBILITY
Singapore-based researchers and academics are invited to apply. Both individual and group
proposals are acceptable. Young researchers are especially welcomed to apply. Members of forprofit organisations and research projects that have been completed are not eligible.

6) APPLICATION FORM
The Application Form consists of 5 parts, all of which must be completed and typed.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

GENERAL INFORMATION
RESEARCH PLAN
RESEARCH TEAM (include a CV of the Primary Researcher)
REFERENCE
BUDGET PROJECTION (note the categories of permissible expenses and include
catalogues and quotations as necessary)

Be sure to proof-read applications for clarity, grammar, spelling and math. The foundation
reserves the right to reject applications that are incomplete, inaccurate or fail to attach
supporting documents. Falsification of information may result in the revocation of grants.
Submit applications (.doc/.pdf formats only) to the CSR team at communications@msigasia.com.

7) APPLICATION DEADLINE
Completed applications must be received by 22 June 2018 (Friday).

8) REVIEW CRITERIA
All completed applications will be reviewed by a selection committee. Shortlisted applications will
be subjected to a second review by the MSIWF Board. All decisions are final.
Applications must meet at least one of the following criteria:
I.

II.

Necessity in receiving grant from MSIWF
a. The project is unable to receive aids/grants from public organisations or other means
due to the interdisciplinary and/or budding nature of the research, or due to the
inexperience/lack of substantial track record of the researchers, such that the grant
from MSIWF is essential and instrumental to allow the project to proceed.
Originality, Practicality, Social Significance
a. The project is original in its research subject and/or employs an original research
methodology.
b. The project demonstrates ability to analyse current issues and apply insightful
measurements.
c. The project has great social significance and strong practical applications.
d. The project achieves the aim of improving traffic safety or senior citizen welfare, with
broad local, regional and/or future implications.

9) NOTIFICATION
Both successful and unsuccessful applicants will be informed of the outcome in November 2018.
MSIWF and MSIG Asia regret that they will be unable to provide feedback to unsuccessful
applications.
Successful applicants will be invited to attend the Award Ceremony in Singapore on 21
February 2019.

10) OBLIGATIONS OF GRANT RECIPIENTS
I.

Before receiving the grant, each successful applicant should endorse a “Document of
Formal Agreement” to acknowledge the grant terms and conditions.

II.

“Report of Research Results” and “Report of Utilisation of Research Grant”
a. The “Report of Research Results” and “Report of Utilisation of Research Grant” should
be submitted within one (1) month from the end date of the grant period. In the
event that the above documents are not received within the said time frame, without
the explicit consent from MSIWF for an extension, MSIWF reserves the right to revoke
the research grant.
b. The “Report of Research Results” shall be incorporated in the Compilation of Reports
of Research Results which is slated to appear on the MSIWF website. In addition, it
will also be registered in the Academic Research Database Repository of the National
Institute of Informatics (NII-DBR) (https://dbr.nii.ac.jp). With the exception of the
above, all literary rights and patents with regards to this grant belong to the grant
recipient.

11) ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESEARCH RESULTS
In principle, results of all MSIWF grant-funded research should be announced in academic
journals. Acknowledgements of the MSIWF research grant should be included in such
announcement(s). Copies of the official announcement(s) should be forwarded to MSIWF.

12) HANDLING OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
I. MSIWF and MSIG Asia shall limit the use of personal information obtained in relation to the
research grant to areas pertaining to the selection of grant recipients.
II. Once a decision has been made regarding grant recipients, MSIWF and/or MSIG Asia shall
release to the public details such as the names and affiliations of the recipients, grant
award amount etc. In addition, the “Report of Research Results” that is submitted for
inclusion in the Compilation of Reports of Research Results may also be released to third
parties.
III. MSIWF and MSIG Asia shall act appropriately and promptly to requests made for the
termination of release of the above-mentioned information to third parties.
For any questions, please contact us at communications@msig-asia.com or call 6827 7822.
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